We consider an exact solvable interacting spin-full Kitaev chain which is a generalization of the Mattis-Nam model. A nearest-neighbor dimerized interaction favoring the production of disjoint molecules, drives the quantum phase into a insulating one. The phases are characterized statically and dynamically in terms of magnetization and spin-singlet correlations by using the exact solution. The model is shown to be exact solvable also in presence of boundary interactions which are originated from a spin-singlet superconductive pairing and a magnetic field, and exploited to exactly examine the out-of-equilibrium dynamics following a boundary quench. The propagation of the disturbance in nearest-neighbor magnetization and spin-singlet correlations displays a ballistic behavior for long times, with different velocities.
INTRODUCTION
In the last decades topological materials have received a big attention. Although a systematic study can be performed for non-interacting fermions [1] [2] [3] , the role of interactions remains particularly attractive, which originate a breakdown of this classification [4] .
Unfortunately, interacting models which can be solvable exactly are uncommon.
The Kitaev chain model in presence of a nearest neighbor interaction has been recently characterized by considering a frustration-free case [6] , a non-homogenous chemical potential [7] , and an exact solution has been given at the symmetry point [8] also by including dimerization [9, 10] . Another exactly solvable model which is a p-wave chain of spin 1 2 fermions in presence of Hubbard interaction, has been introduced by Mattis and Nam [13] . That model can be mapped onto two interacting Kitaev chains, which have been recently taken in exam outside the half-filling by adopting numerical methods and bosonization technics [5] .
The out of equilibrium dynamics of many-body systems following a quench, i.e an abrupt change of some control parameter of the system, is typically related to the topological features of the phase. In particular, in one dimensional topological systems of non-interacting fermions, quench between distinct topologically phases are intimately related to the emergence of dynamical phase transitions [17] . Moreover, the dynamics following a local quench allows to study the propagation of quasiparticles in the system, which has been already analysed in a one dimensional quantum Ising chain [15, 16] .
In this paper, we consider the Mattis-Nam model in presence of a further interaction favoring the generation of molecules in the ground state. An exact solution in terms of non-interacting spinless fermions can be achieved by performing two Jordan-Wigner transformations. We give a characterization of the quantum phase in the bulk and at the boundary of the chain, highlighting the presence of long range order in the trivial phases related to a spontaneous symmetry breaking of the Z x 2 symmetry. We proof that the model is exactly solvable also in presence of boundary interactions originating from a spin-singlet superconductive pairing and a magnetic field in the y direction. We also analyse the dynamics in the Mattis-Nam model following a boundary quench examining the propagation of disturbance in the nearest-neighbor magnetization and spin-singlet correlations. Both display a ballistic long time propagation but with sensitively different velocities.
THE MODEL
We consider a one-dimensional chain of spin 
describing a gas of spin 1 2 fermions with p-wave triplet superconducting pairing and Hubbard interaction. The operators c jσ (c † jσ ) annihilates (creates) a fermion on site j with spin σ =↑, ↓ and satisfy the anticommutation relations {c iσ , c jσ } = 0 and {c † iσ , c jσ } = δ ij δ σσ , n jσ = c † jσ c jσ is the occupation number operator, t is the hopping amplitude, ∆ σ is the superconducting pairing potential, µ is the chemical potential and U is the interaction. In particular, at the symmetric point ∆ σ = t and for µ = 0 the Hamiltonian H 0 reduces to the Mattis-Nam model. 
and gives a dimerized nearest-neighbor interaction. We take in account boundary interactions described by H edge , originating from the presence of a singlet superconductive pairing ∆ 0 and a magnetic field h
where S α j is the spin operator S 
We briefly recall the symmetry features of the model without the boundary term H edge .
The model is symmetric with respect to the timereversal transformation which is represented by an antiunitary which acts on the fermions as (c j↑ , c j↓ ) → (c j↓ , −c j↑ ) and to the number parity transformation represented by the unitary operator Z At µ = 0 the model is invariant under the particle-hole transformation
We note that all the operators Z α 2 squares to the identity (we consider L even). Conversely, both the boundary interaction terms always break the time-reversal and the rotation Z Because of the presence of the quartic terms, the Hamiltonian H cannot be diagonalized in straightforward way.
In this paper we consider the symmetric point ∆ = t at the half-filling µ = 0, a magnetic field h = hŷ and λ j = λ homogenous.
EXACT SOLUTION
We rewrite the Hamiltonian in the Majorana fermion representation by defining the real Majorana operators a jσ = c jσ + c † jσ and b jσ = −ic jσ + ic † jσ which satisfy relations {a iσ , a jσ } = {b iσ , b jσ } = 2δ ij δ σσ and {a iσ , b jσ } = 0. In this representation the Hamiltonian H 0 reads
displaying decoupled Majorana fermions {a 1σ , b Lσ } at U = 0, and the interaction H 1
from which we expect a trivial phase for strong interactions.
By performing two Jordan-Wigner transformations, we map the Hamiltonian H onto the simpler fermionic model [18] 
which allows us to identify the constant of motion R j = ic j d j , where a j ,b j ,c j and d j are real fermions which satisfy anticommutation relations {a i , b j } = 2δ ab δ ij and we have defined the constant c 0 =
All the eigenstates of the interacting model can be classified in terms of the eigenvalues r j of the operators R j , and the model can be exactly solvable in each of these subspaces. In detail for the configuration {r j } we obtain a quadratic fermionic Hamiltonian
i=1 r 2i r 2i−1 with B real matrix with non zero elements B i,i+1 = −2(r i + r i+1 )t, B ii = −2U for i < L and B LL = −2αU with αU = 1 2 (∆ 0 + h/2)r L + U . By performing the singular value decomposition B = U ΛV T with U and V real orthogonal matrices and Λ semi-definite positive diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Λ k ≥ 0, the Hamiltonian can be written in the canonical form
and depend on the configuration {r j }. The minimum energy in that sector
By focusing on the model without the boundary term H edge , the two configurations {r j } and {−r j } give same energy spectrum due to the Z x 2 symmetry. The Mattis-Nam Hamiltonian H 0 has been characterized previously in ref. [13] , and in the following we clarify how the term H 1 changes the phase of the model.
A non-homogenous r j produces disjoint molecules (i.e. Kitaev chains) in Eq. (5) and for an attractive interaction H 1 (λ < 0) the ground state energy is obtained for the two homogenous cases {r i = 1} and {r i = −1} due to the lowering in energy coming from their union.
Conversely, for λ > 0 there is a lowering in energy as the configuration {r i } becomes non-homogeneous due to the H 1 term which gets its minimum value −λL/2 for the two staggered cases {r 2j−1 = (−1) j+1 , r 2j = (−1) j } and {r 2j−1 = (−1) j , r 2j = (−1) j+1 }. For U = 0, the ground state energy is obtained for the homogenous configurations if λ < t and for the staggered ones if λ > t. For U = 0 a numerical analysis shows that the ground state energy is obtained also for r j homogenous everywhere except the edges, i.e. homogenous only for 1 < j < L (see Fig. 1 ). The yellow, orange and cyan regions correspond to the homogenous everywhere, only in bulk and staggered rj. The marked red region is topologically non trivial. In the cyan region the phase is insulating, and the trivial yellow and orange regions show singlet correlation for U < −2t and anti-ferromagnetic order for U > 2t. For L = 16 we change λ with a step 0.05t and U with a step 0.1t. For L = 100 we perform the analysis by considering the class of three configurations found for small L, we change λ with a step 0.005t and U with a step 0.02t.
Then in the bulk we have two distinct ground states corresponding to the staggered (cyan region) and homogenous configurations (yellow and orange regions) due to the presence of the interaction H 1 .
QUANTUM PHASES AND QUENCH
In the two sectors {r i = 1} and {r i = −1} the model with boundary interactions reads
and can be solved exactly in the limit L → ∞, and the expression of U ik± , V ik± and Λ k can be read from the table in ref. [15] . In particular only for |U | < 2t there is one value Λ 1 ∼ 2t |α|
with U i1± and V i1± exponentially localized at 1 and L, and except another possible out-band energy, the other energies form a band Λ(θ) = 2t (U/2t) 2 + 1 − U/t cos θ at the thermodynamic limit.
For c 0 = 0, for every value of U there are two ground states |0 ± belonging to the two subspaces {r j = ±1} defined such that iã k±bk± |0 ± = − |0 ± for every k and characterized by an even fermionic parity 0 ± | Z . This degeneration will be lifted due the presence of the term H edge for c 0 = 0, and their energy will be
, are degenerate for c 0 = 0, so that the ground state is fourfold degenerate at the limit L → ∞.
Without the edge term H edge , by considering that in absence of interactions (U = 0 and λ = 0) the quantum phase exhibits a doublet of Majorana fermions at each edge, by turning on the interactions we have a topological superconductive phase in the adiabatically connected red region, i.e. until we reach the phase transition line U = ±2t and λ < λ c at which the model is gapless, or until we reach a level crossing and the configuration r j becomes staggered without gap closing.
Indeed, in the two sectors {r 2j−1 = (−1) j+1 , r 2j = (−1) j } and {r 2j−1 = (−1) j , r 2j = (−1) j+1 } we have a sum of disjoint molecules
where
j 2ta 2j b 2j+1 describes a molecule of length two. In this case the quantum phase (cyan region) is insulating and topologically trivial.
In the following we briefly summarize the main features of the quantum phases, by considering the thermodynamic limit L → ∞.
We start by considering the homogenous cases {r j = 1} and {r j = −1}, i.e. the Hamiltonian H 0 is dominant over H 1 .
Local spin-singlet correlation tend to be formed for an attractive interaction and anti-ferromagnetic order for a repulsive one. For α = 1 the ground state shows spinsinglet correlation at the boundary, which is
It results that the correlation is non analytic at the critical points U = ±2t, and for U −2t two fermions tend to be localized at one edge c L↑ c L↓ ≈ ir L /2, conversely for U 2t we have c L↑ c L↓ ≈ 0. The boundary magnetization in the y direction is related to the singlet correlation through the equation
When the boundary interactions are so that α = 0, in the correspondent subspace the real fermion a L is decoupled, and at finite size the boundary spin-singlet correlation tends to be
In order to characterize the quantum phase in the bulk, we will impose periodic boundary condition to the model in Eq. (5). Local spin-singlet correlation is generated only in the trivial phase U < −2t, and reads
and at long-range we have
A spontaneous nonzero magnetization S y j is generated in the trivial phase U > 2t due to the repulsive interaction
and the phase shows anti-ferromagnetic long-range order
which vanishes exponentially for U < 2t, from which results that these trivial quantum phases (yellow and orange regions) display a spontaneous breaking of the Z x 2 symmetry.
On the other side, when H 1 is dominant and the configuration {r 2j = (−1) j , r 2j−1 = (−1) j+1 } are selected, the phase is characterized by the correlations
and
where P is even if i and j have same parity, is odd otherwise. Then the correlation of the spin state between two nearest neighbor sites belonging to (two distinct) the same molecule is (ferromagnetic) anti-ferromagnetic.
We note that the exact solution allows us to explore which role plays a non-homogenous interaction
where U i is its value on the site i. As an example, we consider λ = 0 and a pattern U = (x, · · · , x, 1, x, · · · , x, 1, x · · · )U where the value U is repeated in steps of N . From a numeric calculation of the Majorana number for the model in Eq. (6) it results that the phase is expected to be topologically nontrivial if t > a N (x) |U | where the linear coefficient a N (x) decreases to zero as x → 0 and to x/2 as N → L. The same result is observed by considering random distributions of the interaction U in the pattern U, with a linear coefficient that decreases with the occurrence of the values x in U. This analysis proves how the topological phase is strong against a sparse interaction (x = 0) in the chain.
We now proceed giving a characterization of the dynamics features. By changing in time τ the on-site interaction U , we produce the power
Particularly interesting is a driving across the critical line U = ±2t and λ < λ c which gives a nonzero power due to the production of adiabatic excitations related to the second order quantum phase transition. As an example, we consider a turn-on of a strong interaction U 2t which is linear in time with speedU = 1/τ Q . Due to the relation to the Ising model, we have the power density
We now turn to the study of the dynamics in the non-insulating phase following the sudden turn-off of the boundary interactions. With the aim to show how a local perturbation propagates in the interacting chain, we assume the system to be initially prepared in the ground state of H (with α = 0 + ). At τ = 0 the boundary interaction is suddenly switch-off (α = 1 for τ > 0), so that the time evolution is generated by the Mattis-Nam Hamiltonian H 0 . The dynamics remains in the invariant subspace with homogenous r j , giving a ballistic propagation of the signal.
In particular, the density of particles is constant n jσ = 1 2 , so that the propagation occur with a zero normal current.
We consider how the nearest neighbor correlations
(τ ) evolve in time after a local sudden quench generated by changing the edge term at the initial time τ = 0. By considering the mean square center R
2 where f = C, S, we numerically find that the velocity v f (τ ) = ∂ τ R 2 f (τ ) − R 2 f (0) tends to be constant for τ 1 (see fig. 2 ), so that the propagation is ballistic. We note that the difference in the propagation velocities v C and v S is due to how the modes interfere, producing a spin-charge separation effect.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion we have reexamined the Mattis-Nam model in presence of a further nearest-neighbor interaction and a boundary term. The model is shown to be exactly solvable by a mapping onto a non-interacting one, allowing to give a simple characterization of the quantum phase. Due to the new interaction an insulating phase emerges with disjoint molecules. The mean features of the different phases have been characterized from a topological point of view, and by looking on the spin singlet and magnetization correlations. In particular the topological phase exhibits four Majorana fermions in absence of quartic interactions, and by turning-on these interactions the model can enter in trivial phases with and without gap closing. We give a characterization also from a dynamics point of view, by considering the evolution following a quench generated by suddenly removing the boundary term. 
By performing the Jordan-Wigner transformation
we obtain the spin ladder model
. We consider µ = 0, t = ∆ ↑ = ∆ ↓ and without loss of generality t is considered positive. The spin ladder model reduces to
The mapping onto the spin ladder allow us to identify a set of observable R j = σ 1, · · · , L that commutate with the Hamiltonian [11] . The constant of motion R j has eigenvalue r j = ±1 and in terms of the fermionic operators reads
ia i↓ a i↑ . The dependence on these observable is made explicit by recasting the Hamiltonian as
By performing a second Jordan-Wigner
we map the spin ladder onto the fermionic model
and the constant motion R j = ic j d j , where we have renamed the Majorana operators a j = α 2j , c j = β 2j ,
The boundary term
and the dimerized interaction term H 1
We note that the mapping is the same of the mapping in Ref. [13] .
CORRELATIONS
The spin-singlet correlation on the site j can be expressed in terms of the expectation value of fermionic operators of the model in Eq. (21)
where the average is calculated with respect eigenstates which are also eigenstates of the operators R j . At the same way we have
The magnetization in the y direction can be calculated as
and the spin correlations S 
The particular choice of the state gives c jσ c j+1σ = 0 from which we note that nearest neighbor triplet or singlet correlations are not formed. There is not magnetization in the x and z directions S 
The element matrix
For homogenous r j , by imposing periodic boundary conditions to the model in Eq. (5) 
DYNAMICS
The study of the dynamics is simplified by exploiting the mapping.
In the invariant subspace with eigenvalues {r j } j , in the Heisenberg picture we have the motion equationṡ 
